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NOMENCIATUEE 
Symbols 
Latin 
* 
Ci Dimensionless concentration of ith component 
Z Average outlet concentration of a semibatch reactor 
Cib Batch concentration profile of ith component 
Cif Feed concentration of ith component 
f(0) Residence time distribution 
F(9) Cumulative residence time distribution 
J Degree of segregation 
Reaction rate constant for jth reaction 
Ks Saturation constant in Michaelis-Menten kinetics 
Q Reactor flow rate 
Qs Semibatch reactor feed and discharge flow rate 
ri Reaction rate of the ith component 
R Recycle ratio 
t Time 
U(x) Unit step function 
Vo Minimum semibatch reactor volume 
Vm Maximum semibatch reactor volume 
X Dimensionless life expectation, 
Greek 
a Age of a molecule 
0 Dimensionless time, tQ^/V^ 
9„, 9„, 8 Duration of filling, batch, and emptying modes 
r B 
6^ Total cycle time 
X Life expectation of a molecule 
H Growth rate constant in Michaelis-Menten kinetics 
max 
CT ,a , c Filling, batch, and emptying fractions 
r b 
T Mean residence time 
T - Mean residence time of reference reactor, V /Q a_ 
ref m s F 
V 
Definition of Terms 
Age — The time elapsed since a molecule has entered a reactor (defined 
at a particular point in time). 
Life expectation — The time that will elapse before a molecule leaves 
a reactor (defined at a particular point in time). 
Macromixing — Mixing of molecules of different ages. 
Maximum mixedness — A hypothetical state of mixing in a reactor where 
it is assumed that the fluid is homogeneous. 
Micromixing — Mixing on the molecular scale. 
Residence time — The amount of time a molecule spends in a reactor. 
Segregation — A phenomenon which occurs in the absence of maximum 
mixedness where mixing is not complete on the molecular scale. 
Semibatch operation (SBO) — A policy of periodically varying the input 
and output flow rates of a stirred tank reactor according to a 
predetermined plan. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chemical Reactor Design 
The chemical reactor has long been recognized in principle and in 
practice as a device in which raw materials may be converted into use­
ful products. Before a reactor can be constructed it is necessary to 
determine what characteristics it must possess, such as volume and flow 
rate, in order to yield a desired quantity of product of a specified 
concentration. This can be done by means of a mathematical model 
whereby one attenqjts to describe as closely as possible what is happening 
in a chemical reactor. In order to develop a model the reaction 
mechanism must be understood, that is, what products are formed when 
molecules of certain species come in contact with one another or 
react spontaneously to form products. A complete description, then, 
would require a knowledge of the path of each molecule throughout the 
reactor. Taken collectively, these paths determine the mixing charac­
teristics of a particular chemical reactor. 
Models for Ideal Mixing 
Since It is impossible to predict the path of each molecule in a 
reactor, idealized mixing patterns have been conceived, which assume 
that all molecules behave alike in some prescribed manner. One such 
ideal pattern is employed in the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) 
model, where it is assumed that all molecules are completely dispersed 
throughout the reactor to form a homogeneous mixture. The input and 
outflow of the reactor are equal so the volume occupied by its contents 
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is constant. A condition of complete backmixing, or macrcHnixing, is said 
to exist when molecules which have just entered the reactor are completely 
mixed with molecules of all different ages. The material in the exit 
stream is identical in all respects to that in the reactor. 
The other ideal mixing pattern commonly assumed is that of zero 
backmixing, which can be realized in two different reactor models, 
the plug flow reactor (PFR) and the batch reactor. The EFR usually is 
a tubular reactor through which a cylindrical plug of fluid passes 
with complete radial mixing at each axial cross section but no longi­
tudinal mixing. The batch reactor is a completely mixed stirred tank 
reactor with no flow in or out. The feed is initially charged to the 
reactor and the contents are allowed to remain there for a specified 
period of time. In each case there is no mixing of portions of fluid 
which have been in the reactor for different lengths of time. 
Chemical Reaction Mechanisms 
In addition to mixing characteristics, the reaction mechanism is 
a factor in determining the output of a chemical reactor. Reaction 
systems vary in complexity from the simplest case of a single molecule 
reacting to form a product to those in which many reactions are taking 
place simultaneously. A reaction in which a product reacts to form 
yet another product is called a consecutive reaction. A competing 
reaction is one in which a reactant can form any of two or more dif­
ferent products. When more than one product is involved the question 
of product distribution becomes important. The amount of desired 
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product obtained might be greatest for complete backmixing, zero back-
mixing, or some intermediate level of mixing. 
Nonideal Reactors 
While some reactors approach the ideal mixing conditions of the 
PFR or the CSTR, many exhibit intermediate levels of mixing and the 
use of idealized models would produce gross errors in design. For 
this reason, and because imperfect mixing is sometimes desirable, a 
number of methods have been devised for representing intermediate 
mixing levels in mathematical models. In addition, reactor designs 
have been proposed for the purpose of attaining varying mixing levels 
in order to get the maximum amount of desired product. Intermediate 
levels of mixing can be achieved in a number of ways such as product 
recycle, series combinations of ideal reactors, and unsteady state 
operation. 
Some models of backmixing have proven adequate for predicting 
conversions of first order reactions but have produced significant 
errors in the case of more complex schemes. This suggests that a 
model, in order to adequately represent the general case, must take 
into account not only the amount of time the various reacting molecules 
spent in the reactor, but also the complicated manner in which they 
come into contact with one another to form the products. 
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Semibatch Operation 
A special case of unsteady state operation is the semibatch operated 
(SBO) reactor. The term semibatch has been applied to a number of dif­
ferent types of reactors but, in this investigation, semibatch shall 
refer to a specific mode of operation which will be discussed in greater 
detail later. The SBO reactor is basically a stirred tank in which 
the flow rates are changed periodically, thus causing the effective 
volume to fluctuate between two levels. In addition, it will be as­
sumed that the reactions take place in a single liquid phase under 
isothermal conditions, and that there is no volume change due to 
reaction. 
It has been demonstrated (31, 42) that semibatch operation will 
in some cases give improved yield over either the CSTR or the PFR as 
a result of the intermediate mixing levels attained. 
Objectives 
In general, there are three main objectives of this work. They 
are : (1) to further investigate the possibility of using the SBO 
reactor as a means of improving yield over that obtained in con­
ventional reactors, (2) to explore the possibility of using the concept 
of semibatch operation to model reactors exhibiting intermediate 
macromixing levels, and (3) to introduce the effect of molecular 
segregation into the mathematical model of the SBO reactor in order 
to determine its effect upon reactor performance. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The present work is concerned with the study of semibatch operation 
of a stirred tank reactor, which is a special case of unsteady state 
operation. The SBO reactor will be viewed from the standpoint of deter­
mining the effect of imperfect mixing on conversion as well as examining 
the concept of semibatch operation as a means of modeling partial 
mixing. Since reaction kinetics are a determining factor in the out­
put of a reactor, the choice of mechanisms employed in such a study is 
quite important. In this case the object is to utilize reaction 
schemes for which partial mixing is beneficial. This is likely to be 
the case with complex reactions where a certain product is more de­
sirable than the rest. One such reaction mechanism which has generated 
a great deal of interest is that studied by Van de Vusse (46), which 
consists of a consecutive reaction and a higher order ccmpeting reaction. 
In view of the goals of this investigation, the literature was 
reviewed in the following general areas: 1) imperfect mixing in a 
vessel, 2) models for partial mixing, 3) unsteady state operation, 
4) semibatch operation, 5) complex reaction systems, and 6) the 
Van de Vusse reaction scheme. Because of the large number of studies 
that have been done, particularly in the first three areas, only a 
representative cross section can be presented here. 
Imperfect Mixing in a Vessel 
Levenspiel and Bischoff (28) compared the backmix reactor (CSTR) 
and the plug flow reactor for various reaction orders and conversion 
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levels. They found that, except for zero order reactions, the back-
mix reactor always requires a greater volume than the PFR. The dif­
ference proved to be greater for higher order reactions and higher 
conversion levels. Denbigh (13) showed that the reason the CSTR requires 
a larger volume is that backmixing results in a lower average reaction 
rate. 
Levenspiel and Bischoff (29) defined all patterns of flow other 
than plug flow and complete baclanixing as nonideal flow. They presented 
a number of methods to represent nonideal flow, including tanks in 
series and plug flow with axial dispersion. 
The nature of mixing in a chemical reactor is discussed by Aris (1) 
from the standpoint of the way in which residence time distribution 
(RTD) affects reactor performance. Methods are presented for deter­
mining the RTD by injecting inert tracer material into the reactor. 
Aris shows how the mean and variance of the RTD can be used to charac­
terize it and derives expressions for these quantities for the case of 
n CSTR's in series. 
The three parameter model of Burghardt and Lipowska (4) predicts 
residence time distribution curves for an imperfectly mixed tank 
reactor which agree well with experimental data. However, the 
complexity of the mathematics involved in the model makes it im­
practical for use in calculating the output concentration of such 
a reactor. 
Fu et al. (18) derived expressions for the residence time 
distributions of three different combinations of reactors: recycle 
plug flow, n equal-sized tanks in series with recycle, and combined 
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plug flew and n equal-sized tanks in series with recycle. It was 
shown for each case that the RID approached that of a single CSTR as 
the ratio of the recycle flow rate to the outlet stream increased 
without bound. A great many other works (e.g. 8, 15, 23, 25) have 
employed a variety of approaches to the study of mixing in chemical 
reactors through analysis of residence time distributions. 
Danckwerts (12) stated that, for reactions with more complex 
kinetics than first order, it is necessary to know more than the 
residence time distribution in order to predict the conversion of a 
reactor. Reactor performance depends not oaly on the behavior of the 
molecules themselves, but also on those which are nearby. Danckwerts 
used the concept of segregation to describe the degree to which the 
fluid is perfectly mixed on the molecular scale. A completely segre­
gated fluid consists of a large number of discrete fragments, called 
points, which are small compared to the reactor volume. The fluid 
within points is completely mixed, but there is no interchange of 
molecules between points. A nonsegregated fluid is perfectly mixed 
such that the mixture is uniform throughout. Danckwerts defined a 
quantitative measure of segregation as 
Var(of ) 
^ " Var(Qr) 
where Var(Gfp) is the variance of the age distribution between points 
and Var(or) is the variance of the age distribution of all the molecules 
leaving the reactor. 
While all flow situations result in partially segregated fluids, 
there are instances where the fluid approaches a condition of either 
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complete segregation or complete mixing on the molecular scale. 
Examples where a high degree of segregation exists are the burning of 
a jet of gas and the case where a solid precipitate is formed by the 
injection of one reactant solution into another. 
Danckwerts showed that the degree of segregation increases the 
reaction rate if the order of the reaction is greater than 1, decreases 
the rate if the order is less than 1, and that the rate is not affected 
by segregation in the case of first order reactions. 
Hawthorne, Weddell, and Hottel (21) measured the degree of segrega­
tion in a turbulent flame. They chose a position in the flame where 
the time-average composition was such that there was just sufficient 
air'for complete combustion of the fuel. Due to segregation, then, 
there were regions of either excess fuel or air. By continuously drawing 
off the mixture through a cooled tube, they were able to obtain a 
measure of segregation from the amount of unreacted fuel and air in 
the mixture. 
A method has been suggested by Costa (11) for obtaining a high 
degree of segregation in a reactor in cases where it increases con­
version. This can be done by dispersing the reactants in an inert, 
liquid phase, whereby the reaction takes place in tiny droplets cor­
responding to the points defined by Danckwerts. Costa compared the 
performance of a single phase CSTR for the extreme cases of complete 
segregation (J = 1) and no segregation (J = 0) with second order kinetics. 
While the conversion for J = 1 is at most 7% greater than for J = 0, 
the volume required for the nonsegregated case is several times as 
great at conversion levels of the order of 90%. At high values of 
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conversion, then, the size of the biphase reactor required is smaller 
than the single phase reactor, even when the extra volume needed for 
the inert phase is taken into consideration. 
Zwietering (48) defined the condition of maximum mixedness, or 
minimum segregation, for a continuous flow system with arbitrary 
residence time distribution. This condition and the condition of 
complete segregation define an envelope in which the conversion of 
a partially segregated system must fall. He showed that for an ideally 
mixed system, the J values vary from zero for maximum mixedness to 
1 for complete segregation. For any other system, however, the 
value of J varies from some minimum value, greater than zero, to 1. 
Zwietering defined the variable X which is the life expectation 
of a molecule in a reactor and showed that the concentration in a 
reactor in the maximum mixedness state can be found by solving the 
differential equation 
where R(c) is the reaction rate, f(X) is the life expectation frequency 
function, and F(1) = / f(X)dÀ. By integrating Equation (2) with the 
•JQ 
boundary condition 
and setting X equal to zero, the outlet concentration can be deter­
mined. 
Zwietering attained intermediate values of J in a series of CSTR's 
by treating part of the reactors as segregated and the rest as 
(2) 
(3) 
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micromixed. For a second order reaction he found that increasing the 
degree of segregation improved the conversion obtained in the reactor 
system. 
Chauhan, Bell, and Ad 1er (6) presented proof that the optimal level 
of micromixing depends upon the shape of the reaction rate curve plotted 
as a function of reactant concentration. If the curve is concave-up, 
segregation maximizes conversion while maximum mixedness minimizes con­
version. In the case where the curve is concave-down the opposite is 
true, while if the curve is linear all micromixing conditions result 
in the same conversion level. It has been shown analytically by Lo 
and Cholette (30) that, for a second order reaction in a CSTR, the 
conversion with complete segregation is always greater than or equal 
to that in the case where the fluid is perfectly mixed on the molecular 
level. 
Reactor Models for Partial Mixing 
Gillespie and Carberry (19) represented intermediate mixing levels 
with a model consisting of a plug flow reactor with recycle. As the 
recycle is increased the backmixing level increases and eventually ap­
proaches that of a CSTR. For several reaction systems they showed that 
yields and selectivities obtained using various recycle ratios varied 
between those of the plug flow and the CSTR models. For the case of 
first order kinetics they presented a relation between the recycle 
ratio and the number of CSTR's in series which gave the same conversion 
and presumably the same mixing level. 
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A model for finite mixing described by Van de Vusse (45) consists 
of a number of individual reactors contained in loops resembling the 
circulation pattern caused by the stirrer in a tank reactor. The ob­
jective was to come as close as possible to the actual physical situa­
tion. The model can be used to represent a continuous flow reactor or, 
by letting the feed and discharge rates equal zero, a batch reactor 
can be modeled. 
Cholette, Blanchet, and Cloutier (9) employed models consisting 
of various combinations of CSTR's and tubular reactors in series and 
parallel as well as reactors in which a portion of the feed bypasses 
the system. They concluded that conversion cannot be predicted from 
residence times alone since, at a given mean residence time, different 
conversions can be obtained, depending on the mixing pattern. 
A statistical approach was taken by Berryman and Himmelblau (2) 
in the analysis of chemical reactors. They used a Monte Carlo simula­
tion technique to determine confidence limits for outputs of tubular 
and stirred tank reactors. 
Ng and Rippen (38) proposed several methods of modeling partial 
segregation in which it is assumed that the material is initially 
in a completely segregated "entering" environment and some or all of 
the fluid passes into a micromixed "leaving" environment. The model 
considered most realistic was one which assumed the rate of transfer 
from the entering environment to the leaving environment to be propor­
tional to the amount of material remaining in the entering environment. 
As the constant of proportionality, or transfer coefficient, varies 
between zero and infinity the mixing condition ranges from conçlete 
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segregation to complete micromixing. Rippen (43) derived a relation 
between the transfer coefficient and J, the degree of segregation. 
Using this relation he was able to match the J values obtained by 
Zwietering (48), who had analyzed various series combinations of 
micromixed and segregated reactors. Rippen's two environment model 
gave slightly different conversions for a second order reaction than 
those reported by Zwietering, even when the same residence time 
distribution and degree of segregation was used. 
The model used by Methot and Roy (33) to predict the effect of 
segregation in a stirred tank reactor consisted of parallel flows of 
microfluid and macrofluid. They defined the level of segregation as 
" = (Cfeal -
dimensionless concentrations of a partially segregated, nonsegregated, 
and a completely segregated reactor, respectively. The same authors (32) 
experimentally measured conversions of a stirred tank reactor in which 
an isothermal reaction between sodium bromoacetate and sodium thio-
sulfate was carried out. By using their model for micromixing they 
were able to evaluate the level of segregation, which was found to be 
inversely proportional to the Reynolds number to the l/6th power. 
Rippen (44) derived the residence time distribution for a plug 
flow reactor with recycle and determined the conditions under which 
the mean and variance of the RTD are the same for the recycle, tanks 
in series, and plug flow with axial diffusion models. The degree 
of segregation was determined as a function of the recycle ratio and 
found to be small compared to the degree of segregation which exists 
in a series combination of two or three stirred tank reactors. 
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Dohan and Weinstein (14) presented a model which can independently 
represent various levels of macromixing and micromixing. It consists 
of n stirred tank reactors in series with a recycle stream. The degree 
of macromixing is controlled by varying the number of reactors. It is 
assumed that the fluid in the reactors is completely segregated and 
that complete mixirg on a molecular scale takes place between the 
recycle stream and the feed, so that the degree of micromixing of the 
system is dependent on the recycle ratio. 
Unsteady State Operation 
A nonlinear system with periodic inputs will produce outputs whose 
time average values are, in general, different from the steady state 
values which would be obtained by averaging the inputs. When the system 
is a chemical reactor it is of interest to determine what inputs will 
result in the highest value of a certain output variable, usually the 
yield of a desired product. Minorsky (35) presents a comprehensive 
treatment of the theory of such systems. While applications are 
given for many different physical systems, the basic principles are 
applicable to chemical reactors as well. 
Nauman (37) applied the analysis of reactor kinetics in terms of 
residence time distribution to stirred tank reactors operating under 
unsteady state conditions. He defined RTD as a function of time, and, 
at a particular point in time, the reactor was treated as if it were 
at steady state with the equivalent residence time distribution. 
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A variational approach was used by Horn and Lin (24) to present a 
generalized method for the analysis of periodic processes. They deter­
mined the conditions necessary for an optimal control cycle and also 
the conditions under which an optimal steady state can be improved by 
cycling. 
Renken (41) theoretically analyzed the performance of a stirred 
tank reactor whose feed concentration was varied as a square wave. 
While the conversions obtained for a second order reaction were lower 
than for a steady state CSTR, it was found that improvement in yield 
could be achieved in other cases. Yields of intermediate product in 
a consecutive-competing reaction scheme were greater with periodic 
operation for certain values of the rate constants. The yields, how­
ever, were considerably lower than in a plug flow reactor or in a system 
of several cascaded CSTR's. 
Semibatch Operation of a Stirred Tank Reactor 
Larsen (26) calculated yields for an isothermal semibatch reactor 
with first order kinetics. He found that yields could be improved over 
those obtained in a CSTR with the same mean residence time. 
Fang and Engel (17) considered a model in which the flow rate of a 
stirred tank reactor was varied periodically as a step function. They 
obtained improvement over the CSTR for first and second order reactions. 
An experimental study of the hydrolysis of acetic anhydride in a cycled 
reactor verified their theoretical results. Codell and Engel (10) 
demonstrated that the performance of a semibatch reactor with a first 
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order reaction ranges between that of the PFR and CSTR as the operating 
parameters are varied. They also showed that, when the reaction rate 
passes through a maximum, the semibatch reactor can be more efficient 
than either a PFR or CSTR. 
Isothermal and adiabatic SBO reactors were analyzed by Lund (31), 
who compared the semibatch yield to that of a reference CSTR with the 
same maximum volume and throughput of material. For an isothermal 
first order reaction Lund showed that the optimal semibatch policy is 
one in which the minimum volume is zero and the time in the batch 
mode is as large as possible. This corresponds to a batch reactor 
with instantaneous filling and enq)tying times. For single reactions of 
higher order he found that the maximum relative yield increases as 
the reaction order is increased. 
Ridlehoover (42) optimized the yield of intermediate product in 
a semibatch reactor for a consecutive reaction with a second order 
competing reaction. He presented a graph of optimal semibatch parameters 
as a function of reaction rate constants and also showed the amount of 
improvement which can be obtained over the best possible PFR or CSTR 
yield. 
Complex Reaction Systems 
Levenspiel (27) refers to complex reaction systems as mixed 
reactions. Common examples of this type of system are the successive 
halogenation or nitration of hydrocarbons and the addition of alkene 
oxides to amines or alcohols to form monoalkoxy, dialkoxy, etc., 
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derivatives. He points out that such processes are frequently bi-
molecular, irreversible, and of nearly constant density when they occur 
in the liquid phase. Therefore they are amenable to relatively simple 
mathematical analysis. Levenspiel also shows that product distributions 
for this type of reaction are quite dependent on the mixing patterns 
which occur in the reactor. Carberry (5) defined yield as the rate 
of generation of a desired product relative to the consumption of a key 
reactant, and selectivity as the rate of generation of a desired product 
relative to the formation of some undesired product. 
Chermin and Von Krevelen (7) analyzed consecutive reactions of 
various orders in batch reactors. They presented "selectivity diagrams" 
showing the concentration of the intermediate product as a function of 
time and the amount of undesired product formed. 
An experimental study by Paul and Treybal (40) of a second order 
competitive-consecutive reaction in a stirred tank reactor showed that 
the yield of intermediate product was dependent on the level of mixing 
in the tank. The reaction scheme was of the form 
^1 
A + B R 
^2 
B + R S 
where A is L-tyrosine, B is iodine, R is 3-iodo-L-tyrosine, and S is 
3,5-diiodo-L-tyrosine. Reactant A was initially charged to the 
reactor and equimolar amounts of B were fed over a period of time 
under varying mixing conditions. Weinstein and Ad1er (47) studied 
mixing effects on the same competitive-consecutive reaction scheme 
using a mathematical model capable of representing both macromixing 
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and micromixing. The results showed that the yield of intermediate 
product R could be increased by decreasing the level of macromixing. 
A similar increase in the yield of R occurred when the degree of micro-
mixing was decreased. 
Another reaction scheme which is benefited by intermediate mixing 
is the autocatalytic reaction- Bridgewater and McEachem (3) used the 
plug flow with recycle model to represent the hydrolysis of an ester, 
in which hydrogen ions are both a product and a catalyst for the 
reaction. By appropriate choice of recycle ratio they were able to 
achieve a savings of reactor volume in comparison with a PFR or CSTR. 
Rate expressions of the type used by Michaelis and Menten (34) 
to describe the growth kinetics of microorganisms are autocatalytic 
in nature. The system consists of coupled equations describing 
the concentration of the cells and of the substrate, or food. Dohan 
and Weinstein (14) modeled macromixing and micromixing in a system with 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics and found that the maximum conversion oc­
curred at an intermediate macromixing level with the greatest possible 
degree of micromixing. Fan, Tsai, and Erickson (16) also found segrega­
tion to be detrimental to conversion for a reaction with Michaelis-
Menten kinetics. They reported that the segregation effect was greatest 
at high backmixing levels. The effect lessened as the level of back-
mixing was decreased until it eventually became negligibly small. 
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The Van de Vusse Reaction Scheme 
Van de Vusse (46) reasoned that a plug flow reactor is advantageous 
when the intermediate product is desired in a consecutive reaction, and 
that a tank reactor gives the best selectivity if higher order side 
reactions are present. This led him to consider the reaction scheme 
h 1=2 
A B C 
"3 
A + A D 
where B is the desired product. He analyzed plug flow and continuous 
stirred tank reactors with this reaction scheme for various values of 
^1 ~ ^2 ~ where A^ is the feed concentration. 
On a plot of versus he defined a line which divided the area 
into two regions, one where plug flow gives the better yield and the 
other in which the CSTR is best. He also constructed a line which 
analogously divided the area according to selectivity. 
Gillespie and Carberry (20) used the plug flow recycle model to 
analyze the Van de Vusse reaction scheme. For some values of the 
reaction rate constants they were able to find a recycle ratio which 
gave a higher yield of intermediate product B than either the plug flow 
or the CSTR model. Thus, it was shown that the optimal yield in certain 
cases occurs at some intermediate level of macromixing. 
Partial mixing levels were obtained by Lund (31) with an SBO 
reactor model using Van de Vusse kinetics. Lund determined a region 
on the plot of ag versus a^ in which the yield of an SBO reactor is 
greater than can be realized in either the PFR or the CSTR. Ridlehoover 
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(42) determined the optimal SBO parameters for various points throughout 
the region defined by Lund. In addition, he presented a plot showing 
the amount of improvement in yield which can be achieved over the FFR 
and CSTR. 
Similar yield improvement was found by Pasquali and Lelli (39) 
when they modeled the Van de Vusse system in a column reactor. The 
column was represented by a cascade of ideally mixed vessels with back-
mixing between stages. 
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SEMI BATCH OPERATION OF A REACTOR 
While there are an infinite number of operating policies which 
can be classified as unsteady state, the particular one referred to here 
as SBO consists of three separate modes which are repeated in sequence. 
During the filling mode, the reactant stream is fed to a well-stirred 
tank at a constant volumetric flow rate, Q^, and the volume occupied by 
the reactor contents increases linearly from the minimum volume 
to the maximum volume V^. This is followed by the batch mode, during 
which there is no flow in or out of the reactor. The final step is the 
emptying mode, in which product is withdrawn at the flow rate 
until the volume decreases from V to V . The volume and flow rates 
m o 
for the various modes are depicted in Figure 1. Note that the duration 
of the filling and emptying modes are equal. This greatly simplifies 
the analysis of semibatch operation, and it does not severely restrict 
the number of possible operating policies. Lund (31) has shown that, 
with a first order reaction, the optimum conversion occurs with equal 
filling and emptying times. After the cycle has been repeated a 
sufficient number of times the reactor reaches a quasi-steady state 
and the reactor variables become periodic. 
In this work the SBO reactor will be dealt with in two extreme 
levels of micromixing. The first is a state of maximum mixedness, in 
which it is assumed that the reactor contents are perfectly mixed on 
the molecular scale such that there exists a homogeneous mixture. The 
other case is complete segregation, where the incoming material is 
assumed to remain in discrete fragments, small in relation to the reactor 
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EMPTYING RATE 
u. 
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Figure 1. The semibatch cycle 
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volume but large enough to contain many molecules. There is no inter­
change of molecules between fragments until they have left the reactor. 
Unless otherwise specified, the condition of maximum mixedness will be 
tacitly assumed in the analysis of a reactor. 
Parameters of the Semibatch System 
With the introduction of the following dimensionless variables, 
Dimensionless time =0=0 t/V (4) 
s m 
Dimensionless reaction rate =rv=Vr./QC.^ (5) 1 m 1 ^ s if 
Volume fraction = V* = V /V (6) 
o o m ^ 
Filling fraction = = Filling time/Total cycle 
time = Sp/9^ (7) 
Batch fraction = = Batch time/Total cycle 
time = 8g/8^ (8) 
Emptying fraction = = Emptying time/Total 
cycle time = G^/G^ (9) 
the concentration as a function of 0 can be determined for a particular 
kinetic system with feed concentration if and any one of 
a_, or (J is specified. Since CT_ + C7 + cr =1 and a = a , assigning B il r o £é r il 
a value to any one determines the other two. The times of the various 
modes can be expressed in terms of the operating parameters, V* and 
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B 
Gg = 9p (12) 
2(1 - V*) 
= 1 - C (13) 
B 
(1 - V*) (1 + a ) 
®BE = *3 + Gs = (14) 
B 
Limiting the treatment to isothermal constant density reactions, 
the concentration profiles can be determined by a material balance on 
each component during each mode of operation. Since the reactor is 
well mixed, the composition of the exit stream is the same as that 
within the reactor and the average output concentration of a chemical 
r 
component is obtained by 
C(8)d8 
f de 
Jo 
•where C(9) is the concentration profile for the emptying mode. 
Properties of the Exit Age Distribution 
In a study of macromixing in a reactor it is useful to consider 
the residence time distribution of the product stream. Since the age 
of a molecule is defined as the amount of time that has elapsed since 
it entered the reactor, the exit age is equivalent to the residence 
time of a molecule. If the reactor is well mixed, the composition of 
the exiting stream is identical to that of the reactor contents. In 
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semibatch operation the product is withdrawn during the ençtying mode, 
so it is necessary to consider the distribution of ages only during 
this portion of the cycle. After an infinite number of cycles the 
exit age distribution (EAD), time-averaged over the emptying mode, 
can be expressed as 
(6-8%- *8?) 
f (8) = 2^ (Vjr ^—— [U(e - 8g - ne^) - U(e - - ne^)] 
^ ^  _ (8 - 8^ - [U(8 - 8^^ - nS^) - U(8 - (n + 1)8^)1 
where 
U(x) = • 
1, X > 0 
0, X < 0 
' 0  
The mean value of this distribution is 
T(e) = I ef(8)d0 
'o i
f n=0 F J ° (V*)* /•®BE'^®T (8 - 8g - ne^)de 
V f 
6 & J 
eg-taSj 
/•(n+l)e^ 
[8p-(8- 8gg - n6^)]de 
(16) 
(17) 
The exit age distribution has been normalized such that 
f(8)d8 = 1 (18) 
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Similarly, the variance is given by 
Var(8) g [e - T(G)]2f(8)d8 / 
(1 - V*)2 4V* 
Equations (19) and (20) could be used to determine what operating 
parameters, and V*, would be used in order to obtain an exit age 
distribution with a particular mean and variance. However, since it 
is impossible to solve explicitly for cr^ and V*, a trial and error 
technique or some other method would have to be employed. Figure 2 
shows the various values of T which result from the entire range of 
operating parameters. Figure 3 is a similar plot showing the values 
of Var(6). By plotting a line of constant T and a line of constant 
Var(9) on the same plot, it would be possible to determine the V* 
and which would result in an exit age distribution with that 
particular T and Var(9), since the lines would intersect at the proper 
point on the V* - plane. 
In addition. Figures 2 and 3 make possible some qualitative observa­
tions about the nature of semibatch operation. If the variance of the 
exit age distribution is considered to be a measure of the degree of 
macromixing, it can be seen from Figure 3 that low values of V* and 
c result in the lowest macromixing levels. Also, Var(0) is a strong 
B 
function of V* and a weak function of u at these low values, while the 
o a 
opposite is true when Var(6) is large. Figure 2 shows that 7(8) is a 
strong function of c and is dependent upan V* to a much lesser extent 
B o 
over the entire range of operating parameters. 
0.8 
6 .0  
0.6 
c 
0.4 3.0 
0.2 2.0 
0.8 0.4 
* 
Figure 2. Mean of exit age distribution 
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Figure 3. Variance of exit age distribution 
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The mean of the exit age distribution varies from 1.0 to =» while 
the variance ranges between 1/6 and =°. It can be verified using 
Equations (19) and (20) that 
Var(0) = T(8)2 (21) 
when Vj = 1.0. Since this is the relationship that exists between the 
mean and variance of the RTD of a CSTR, it appears likely that the 
performance of a semibatch reactor will approach that of a CSTR as 
approaches unity. 
Ridlehoover (42) defined the parameter 
•'Eef = WF (22) 
as the mean residence time of a reference CSTR with the same throughput 
of process material as the SBO and a volume equal to V^. It was shown 
by example that the output concentration of a semibatch reactor would 
remain constant as and V^/were varied as long as the values of 
and V* did not change. An analysis of the exit age distribution 
shows that this is true for a certain range of values, but not in 
general. If the shape of the EAD does not change, the output concentra­
tion of the reactor will remain constant, and if the shape is altered, 
the amount of difference in reactor performance will depend on the 
extent of change in the EAD. With V* held constant, the shape of the 
EAD is dependent only upon the length of time the reactor spends in the 
various modes of operation. In terms of real time. 
tj, = tj, = (1 - ï;)T_^ f^C7j, (23) 
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= (1 - v;)TRef(l - 2°?) C*) 
= (1 - v:)TBef (25) 
from which it can be seen that the total cycle time does not change, 
but the distribution of time between the batch mode and the rest of 
the cycle shifts as is varied. If is kept very small there is 
no appreciable change in tg and changes in the already small t^ and 
tg do not affect the shape of the EAD to a great extent. The same 
conclusion results from a consideration of the mean and variance of 
the real time EAD, 
T(t) = T^^j[l - o-pd - V*)] (26) 
ra - Vj)2a2 -| 
= Vt[ 6^ + 'îj (27) 
in terms of the volume fraction, and the filling fraction. 
Equations (26) and (27) show that the mean and variance of the exit 
age distribution will not vary greatly with if cTj, remains very 
small. The EAD, and subsequently the conversion level, of a semi"batch 
reactor, then, will change very little as V^/and are varied with 
and V* constant as long as remains small. As cr^ increases, 
however, significant changes will occur in the EAD and the output 
concentration will be altered. If it is necessary to change the volume 
or flow rate of a semibatch reactor, it can be done without greatly 
affecting the conversion level by varying V^/, V*, and in such a 
way as to hold T(t) and Var(t) constant. 
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Conversion in the SBC with Maximum Mixedness 
The most straightforward method of determining the average outlet 
concentration of a semibatch reactor in the maximum mixedness state is 
to first write an unsteady state material balance for the filling mode 
and another which applies during the batch and emptying portions of the 
cycle. An initial concentration and a starting volume are chosen and 
the equation for the first mode is solved over the appropriate time 
period. The final concentration and volume become the initial condi­
tions for the next mode. This process is repeated for each time period 
of the cycle in the proper order until the concentration becomes periodic. 
At this point the concentration is averaged over the emptying segment 
in order to obtain the average output concentration of the reactor. 
An alternative method is to utilize a differential equation derived 
by Zwietering (48) which describes the concentration of a maximum 
mixedness reactor in terms of X, the life expectation of a molecule. 
In applying this equation to the semibatch system it is useful to 
envision a steady state plug flow reactor with feed distributed along 
the side in such a way that its residence time distribution is identical 
to that of a semibatch reactor. Such a reactor is shown schematically 
in Figure 4-A. Ttie width of the unshaded portion at each cross section 
represents the volumetric flow rate at that point, and the amount of 
feed is proportional to the length of the arrows on the side of the 
reactor. A material balance over a differential segment AX results in 
Zwietering's equation, which appears as Equation (2) of this work. 
Equation (3) is the boundary condition suggested by Zwietering from 
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A - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS REACTOR 
B - SEGREGATED REACTOR 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of SBO reactor 
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which an initial value of concentration can be determined using 
Equation (2), Using this initial concentration the equation can be 
integrated backwards from a large X to X = 0 in order to obtain the 
outlet concentration. 
In terms of dimensionless life expectation, Zwietering's equation 
can be written for the case of a semibatch reactor 
^ + rrffe (C. - C.p (28) 
where, 
= Concentration of the ith component (29) 
= Feed concentration of the ith component (30) 
X = dimensionless life expectation (31) 
R(C^) = Rate of disappearance of ith component (32) 
f(X) = Life expectation distribution (33) 
F(X) = Cumulative life expectation distribution (34) 
mi. 
by the relation. 
The expression ^ '^f^) periodic with period = 8^ and is described 
1 - F(X) 
0, nXi < X < nX^ + ) 
X 
1 ^ 2 ' 
^F 2 X 
1 X 
4 
1 
2 4-3VC+5X= 
%BE (35) 
where, 
Xp = 8p = 1 _ v; (36) 
2o: (1 - V*) 
3% = *3 = Ï _ c. (37) 
B 
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*1 = s? = -TTT^ 
2(1 - V*) 
(38) 
®BE 
(1 _ V;)(l + O^) 
(39) 
n — 0, 1, 2, (40) 
Beginning at—a-Large value of X, Equation (28) was integrated in the 
direction of the origin with a fourth order Runge-Kutta technique, 
using an IBM 360/65 digital computer. In a few cases the solution 
was divergent but, in the vast majority of cases, the concentration 
approached a single periodic solution, regardless of what initial 
concentration was used. By evaluating this periodic solution at X » 0, 
the average output concentration of a semibatch reactor was obtained. 
The solution of Equation (28) to determine the output concentration 
at maximum mixedness provides some additional insight into the character 
of micronrLxing in a semibatch reactor. There are also some advantages 
of a practical nature over the method of writing material balances for 
each mode of operation. Only one equation is needed for each component 
instead of two, and since the averaging is already incorporated into 
Equation (28), there is no need to integrate over a concentration 
profile to obtain the average outlet concentration. Furthermore, the 
equation can be easily modified to handle different reaction systems 
by simply changing the reaction rate term. 
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Conversion in the SBO with Canplete Segregation 
A completely segregated semibatch reactor can be represented by an 
infinitely long plug flow reactor such as the one shown in Figure 4-B. 
The length of the arrows and the width of the unshaded portion have the 
same meaning as in the schematic of the maximum mixedness reactor. 
Both reactors in Figure 4 have the same residence time distribution, 
but the mixing in the two is quite different. In the segregated 
reactor the mixing of molecules of different ages does not take place 
until the material has left the reactor, while each molecule leaving 
the TnaTrîTtmTn mixedness reactor is already well mixed with molecules of 
all other ages. 
The average outlet concentration of the ith component in a 
segregated semibatch reactor is 
C., (6)f(e)d6 
0 
(41) 
where C^^(G) is the concentration of the ith component in a batch 
reactor and f(9) is given by Equation (16). 
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YIELD IMPROVEMENT IN A SEMIBATCH REACTOR 
It is well known that intermediate macromixing levels will produce 
improved yield over the CSTR and the plug flow reactor with certain 
complex reaction schemes. Ridlehoover (42) determined the optimal 
semibatch parameters for yield improvement with Van de Vusse kinetics. 
The first objective of this work was to extend Ridlehoover's plots to 
include a wider range of possible rate constants. Successes in yield 
improvement with an autocatalytic reaction (3) and a reaction with 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics (14) have been reported, where recycle models 
were used to obtain partial backmixing. Results are presented here to 
show that the yield with these two reaction systems can be improved 
over conventional CSTR and plug flow reactors by using a semibatch 
reactor with the correct choice of operating parameters. 
Optimization of the Van de Vusse System 
The Van de Vusse reaction scheme consists of the following consecu­
tive and competing reactions 
kl kj 
A B C 
S 
A + A D 
where B is the desired product. In order to determine the yield of B 
in a semibatch reactor it is necessary to write material balances for 
components A and B. One balance is needed for the filling mode and 
another is applicable to both the batch and emptying modes. These 
material balances result in four differential equations 
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Filling mode 
dC* , 1 - C* 
Component A: ^ = - PlC* - P3C^ + yk ^  q (42) 
dCj c*° 
Component B: âg- = PlC* - P2C* - («) 
Batch and emptying modes 
dCT 2 
Component A: = - PlC^ - P3C* (44) 
dCg 
Component B; = PlC^ - P2C* (45) 
where 
<=2 - (46) 
- VaB (47) 
C^ = feed concentration (48) 
= Ws (49) 
P2 = %/q^ (50) 
" = (51) 
Ridlehoover determined the optimal SBO reactor policies for 
Van de Vusse kinetics with various values of the reaction rate constants. 
His plot of optimal policy as a function of P2/P1 and P3/P1 (42, p. 25) 
included lines of constant CT with values of 6/8, 8/10, 11/13, and 14/16. 
B 
In constructing the plot Pi was assigned the value 0.35. A second 
graph (42, p. 29) showed improvement as a function of P3/P1 along 
these same lines of constant cr . 
a 
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For every value of there is a corresponding value of given 
by the relation k^T^^^ = 2P1/(1 - CT^). Since is the mean residence 
time of a reference reactor with volume and throughput equal to that 
of the semibatch reactor, the quantity is more representative 
of the kinetics of the reactor than the operating parameter CT . For D 
this reason, the appropriate values of k^T^^^ will be used here in place 
of CT . Ridlehoover*s lines of constant a with values of 6/8, 8/10, 
B ij 
11/13, and 14/16 will have k^T^^^ values of 2.8, 3.5, 4.55, and 5.6, 
respectively. 
Improvement is defined as the difference between the SBC reactor 
yield of B and the maximum obtainable yield of B in a PFR or CSTR, 
whichever is greater. The improvement curves were found to have 
peaks at points corresponding to the Van de Vusse line, where the 
maximum yields of the PFR and CSTR are equal. The height of these 
peaks increased as the value of became larger. Unfortunately, 
the digital computation time required for numerical solution of 
Equations (42-45) also increased as became larger. It 
was therefore desirable to find a more economical means of determining 
the optimal policy and improvement curves for the region where 
is greater than 14/16 or greater than 5.6. 
In the present work, an optimal policy plot and improvement 
curves were made for k^T^^^ values of 5.6, 6.65, 8.05, and 8.75. 
The semibatch operation was simulated on a TR-48 analog computer. 
The switching between the various modes of operation was accomplished 
by means of a digital logic expansion system, the EAI DES-30, which 
was interfaced with the TR-48. After the concentration profiles 
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became periodic they were plotted on an EAI Variplotter 1110 and 
integrated graphically over the emptying portion of the cycle in order 
to evaluate Equation (15). 
Figure 5 is a plot showing the conditions in the SBO required 
for the optimal yield of component B for various values of the rate 
constants. The graph is applicable in the region where has 
a value of 5.6 or greater. 
A plot of improvement along lines of constant is shown 
in Figure 6. For purposes of comparison. Ridlehoover's (42, p. 29) 
last curve. k^T^^^ = 5.6, was repeated. Because two different methods 
were used to solve the equations, the values obtained for the yield 
of product B were on the order of 1-2% higher than reported by 
Ridlehoover. In order to see the trend of peak values in Figure 6, 
the curves obtained by Ridlehoover (k^~ 2.8, 3.5, 4.55, and 5.6) 
have been shifted upward approximately 0.01 on the improvement scale 
so the curve for k^T^^^ = 5.6 coincides with that of the present work. 
The peak values of these curves increase until k^T^^^ =5.6 and begin 
to decline as gets larger. It appears, then, that the greatest 
improvement in yield of B over conventional reactors of 0.061, which 
is about a 9% increase. 
Autocatalytic Reaction 
An autocatalytic reaction is one in which a product causes the 
reaction to proceed at a faster rate. The simplest autocatalytic 
reaction is A R which takes place with the following mechanism: 
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Figure 5. Optimal semibatch conditions 
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Figure 6. Improvement versus P3/P1 
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k 
A + R -> R + R 
The reaction rate increases as R is produced but begins to fall as the 
concentration of the limiting reactant A reaches a low level. Conse­
quently, the highest yield in some cases is obtained at some intermediate 
macromixing level. A wide range of these partial mixing levels can be 
obtained in a semibatch reactor by varying the operating parameters. 
Semibatch results were obtained by solving Equation (28) with the 
reaction rate 
kC._V _ 
R(C^) = (CJCJ - 0* ) (52) 
s 
where, 
«3) 
< = ^Af + (54) 
^Af' ^ Rf ~ feed concentrations of A and R (55) 
k = reaction rate constant (56) 
The amount of product obtained is given by 
c:=5:;  = c:  -  =1 ("> 
Af 
Figure 7 shows the product concentrations for three different sets of 
operating parameters. This graph gives an indication of the effect 
of different macromixing levels on the conversion with an auto-
catalytic reaction. In each case, V^/was determined by 
CURVE A - V =0.2 
0.8 = 0.5 
CURVE B - V =0.5 
0.6 
CURVE C - V =0.8 
* 
C R 
0.4 
= 4.0 
0.2 
0.0 
4 6 2 0 12 14 10 8 
Figure 7, Effect' of macromixing on SBO reactor with autocatalytic reaction 
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which insures that the SBO reactor will have the same maximum volume 
and throughput of process material as a CSTR or PFR with mean residence 
time T. 
The reactant concentrations for the standard reactors are given 
by 
1 + kC.^TC* -^1 + kC^fTC^yZ _ 
CSTR: C* = ° ° — (59) 
o 
and the product concentrations C* can be obtained from Equation (57). 
Curve A from Figure 7 was chosen for comparison with the CSTR and PFR. 
Figure 8 demonstrates that yield improvement is possible over a range 
of rate constant values using a semibatch reactor to obtain intermediate 
macromixing levels. 
q*g-kCAfTC§ 
Michaelis-Menten Kinetics 
The growth rate of microorganisms when limited by the amount of 
an essential substrate (food) is described by Michaelis-Menten type 
kinetics. A quantitative expression for the growth rate was presented 
by Monod (36) 
dC p. C G 
X max X s 
dT ° K + c 
s S 
where 
C = Concentration of cells (62) 
X 
C = Concentration of substrate (63) 
s 
1.0 - B 
CURVE A-SBO REACTOR WITH 
V* = 0.2and 0.5 
CURVE B - PLUG FLOW REACTOR 
CURVE C - CONTINUOUS STIRRED 
TANK REACTOR 
T =  4.0 
Co=1.01  
0.0 
0 8 10 
kCAfT 
Figure 8. Yield improvement in SBO reactor with autocatalytic reaction 
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li = Growth rate constant (64) 
max ^ ' 
K = Saturation constant (65) 
1 The growth rate constant is the value of — at saturation levels 
X 
of substrate, and the saturation constant is the substrate concentra-
1 1 
tion at which -r— -r— = ir p . Monod also showed that C dt 2 max 
X 
dC dC 
dT = - ^  ^  
where Y is known as the yield constant and is given by 
y _ weight of bacteria formed 
weight of substrate used 
Since the reaction is ultimately slowed by the decrease in concentra­
tion of a limiting reactant, as in the autocatalytic reaction, it is 
reasonable to expect that similar yield improvement could be obtained 
with Michaelis-Menten kinetics. 
In order to solve for the cell and substrate concentration re­
sulting from semibatch operation it is necessary to solve Equation (28) 
for each component. In dimensionless form the equations are 
where 
q - VSf (70) 
= Cs/Cgf (71) 
Cg^ = Substrate feed concentration (72) 
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G = Cxf/Cgf (73) 
= Cell feed concentration (74) 
B = Kg/Cgf (75) 
For purposes of comparison, the SBO again has the same maximum volume 
and throughput of material as the CSTR and PFR. 
The conventional reactors are described by the following expres­
sions 
s 2(1 - P^T) 
(76) 
C* = Y(C - cp (77) 
PFR: ^ t ^  In t* 1 + ln(C - C*/Y) = (78) •] G(C - CZ/Y) ^ X' / ""^max' 
C* = 1 - (C* - G)/Y (79) 
where Equations (70-75) hold and also 
C = 1 + G/Y (80) 
The growth parameter values used in this work for analysis of 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics have been taken from a study by Herbert, 
Elsworth, and Telling (22) in which they were concerned with the 
continuous culture of aerobacter cloacae with glycerol as the growth-
limiting component. For this system the parameters are: 
|j. = 0.85 hr  ^
max 
Kg = 0.0123 g/L 
Csf = 2.5 g/L 
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Y = 0.53 
Herbert, et al. seeded their reactor with bacteria and fed only substrate 
to it, but a cell feed concentration equal to 1% of has been as­
sumed here for comparison of the semibatch, stirred tank, and plug 
flow reactors. The results for this system in a PFR and a CSTR are 
shown in Figure 9. The substrate feed concentration in this case is 
so high that the concentration in the reactor is essentially at the 
saturation level until the conversion is nearly 100% complete. Yield 
improvement can best be demonstrated when a lower substrate feed 
concentration is used. The results shown in Figure 10 have been 
calculated with Cg^ = 0.01. For certain values of , then, the 
yield of a system with Michaelis-Menten kinetics can be improved 
by semibatch operation. 
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e 9. Yield of Michaelis-Menten system with high substrate feed concentration 
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Figure 10. Yield improvement with Michaelis-Menten kinetics 
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THE SBO REACTOR MODEL FOR MACROMIXING 
In light of the fact that idealized semibatch operation produces 
results representative of a wide range of possible mixing conditions, 
it follows that the SBO reactor concept has potential for use as a 
model for macromixing. A method is presented here for simulating the 
mixing in any reactor for which the mean and variance of the residence 
time distribution are known. The basis of the method is that a semi-
batch reactor should approximate the performance of another reactor if 
the two have similar RTD curves. Since the simulation involves equating 
the mean and variance of the residence time distributions, the method 
shall be referred to as the "equal mean and variance" (EMV) method. 
The EMV method would normally be applied by using tracer experiments 
to determine the RTD of a reactor. However, the EMV technique is 
tested here by attempting to simulate the recycle plug flow reactor and 
equal sized stirred tanks in series. These two models were chosen 
because they can produce a wide range of mixing conditions, and because 
relatively single mathematical expressions can be derived for their 
outputs and residence time distributions. The EMV method has been 
tested using different reaction schemes over a range of rate constants 
and macromixing levels. 
Rules for Application of the EMV Method 
By following a few simple steps the SBO reactor can be used to 
simulate the macromixing in virtually any type of liquid phase reactor. 
First the RTD must be normalized such that the area under the curve 
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is unity. The relationship between the mean and variance in terms of 
real time and dimensionless time, 
T(6)V 
T(t)=—5—S (81) 
s 
V 2 
Var(t) = Var(8) (^) (82) 
^s 
must also be considered. The simplest procedure is to let V^/0^ = 1.0, 
in which case T(t) = T(9) and Var(t) = Var(0). Equations (19) and (20) 
or Figures 2 and 3 can then be used to determine the V* and CT which 
O B 
will result in a residence time distribution with the desired T(0) and 
Var(9). It is conceivable that with V^/= 1.0 the solution of 
Equations (19) and (20) might not result in allowable operating 
parameters. In this event, V^/Q^ must be adjusted to obtain usable 
results. For example, if T(t) =2.0 and Var(t) = 1/24, setting 
V^/Qg = 1.0 will yield a Var(S) value which does not appear on Figure 3. 
However, by letting V^/Q^ = 0.5 the values T (9 )  = 4.0 and Var (0 )  =1/6 
would result. It can now be determined from Equations (19) and (20) 
that the correct operating policy is V* = 0 and = 0.6 with V^/Qg = 0.5. 
First Order Reaction 
Since the first order reaction is reasonably easy to handle 
mathematically, it has been employed in testing the EMV method for simula­
tions of both the tanks in series and the recycle plug flow model. 
With first order kinetics the single CSTR and simple plug flow reactor 
outputs form an envelope within which the results of all intermediate 
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macromixing levels must fall. The output concentrations for these 
limiting cases are given by 
CSTR: C* = T-T A 1 + kT (83) 
PFR: C* = e"^"^ (84) 
where = C^/The output of a semibatch reactor with first order 
kinetics can be expressed as 
[1 - (I-H^B)/(I-ob)j 
<= ?(1-V*)[1-V* ^ -2P(l-v;)/(l-(7B)] 
(85) 
where P = kV^/Q^. 
EMV simulation of CSTR's in series 
A series of n stirred tank reactors in which a first order reaction 
is taking place will have an outlet concentration 
< = 
Results were calculated for 2, 3, 10, 48, and 192 tanks in series with 
T = 2.0. The EMV technique was then used to model these systems. A 
comparison of the results is shown in Figures 11 and 12. When the 
number of tanks was 48 or larger, both the tanks in series model and 
the EMV simulation yielded results that are indistinguishable from the 
plug flow reactor output. 
CURVE A"3 STIRRED TANK REACTORS IN SERIES 
CURVE B - EMV SIMULATION OF 3CSTR'S 
CURVE C - 10 STIRRED TANK REACTORS IN SERIES 
CURVE D - EMV SIMULATION OF 10 CSTR'S 0.8 
FIRST ORDER REACTION 
T= 2.0 
0.6 
* 
C A 
0.4 
0 .2  
0.0 
14 4 10 8 12 2 6 0 
Figure 11. EMV simulation of CSTR'S in series with first order reaction - middle macromixing range 
CURVE A - SINGLE CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR 
CURVE B - 2 STIRRED TANK REACTORS IN SERIES 
CURVE C - EMV SIMULATION OF 2 CSTR'S 
CURVE D - 48 OR MORE STIRRED TANK REACTORS IN SERIES 
CURVE E - EMV SIMULATION OF 48 OR MORE CSTR'S 
0.8 
0.6 
FIRST ORDER REACTION 
T=2.0 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
14 6 10 12 4 2 8 0 
k? 
Figure 12. EMV simulation of CSTR's in series with first order reaction - high and low macromixing 
ranges 
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EMV simulation of recycle plug flow reactor 
The concentration profile for a recycle plug flow reactor with a 
first order reaction is 
where R is the fraction of the product stream that is recycled. The 
recycle model was simulated by the EMV method with R values of 0.00524, 
0.0213, 0.111, 0.50, 1.0, and 100. Figure 13 shows near-perfect agree­
ment between curves calculated by the two methods. 
First order results at macromixing extremities 
From the curves of Figures 11-13 it appears that the EMV simula­
tions approach the CSTR results at high backmixing levels and the 
PFR results when there is very little backmixing. It can be shown 
that this is indeed the case by considering the EMV model at very high 
and very low backmixing levels. The mixing condition in the tanks in 
series model ranges from total backmixing with n = 1 to zero backmixing 
as n ®. By combining Equations (19), (20), and (21) it can be seen 
that the operating parameters for EMV simulation of a single CSTR 
are 
g-kT/(R+l) 
1 + R(1 - e"^ -KT/(R+1) 
(87) 
V* = 1.0 (88) 
o 
(89) 
with V /O =1.0. Taking the limit of Equation (85) as V* 1 results 
SINGLE CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR 
RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR WITH R = 100 
EMV SIMULATION OF RECYCLE REACTOR WITH R = 100 
RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR WITH R = 1.0 
EMV SIMULATION OF RECYCLE REACTOR WITH R = 1.0 
RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR WITH R = 0.5 
- EMV SIMULATION OF RECYCLE REACTOR WITH R = 0.5 
RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR AND EMV SIMULATION 
WHEN R = 0.1 OR LESS 
CURVE A 
CURVE B 
CURVE C 
CURVE D 
CURVE E 
CURVE F 
CURVE G 
CURVE H 
FIRST ORDER REACTION 
T= 2.0 
Ul (T> 
L<T 
10 12 14 
Figure 13. EMV simulation of recycle plug flow reactor with first order reaction 
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o 
Combining Equations (89) and (90) with V^/Q^ = 1.0, Var(0) = T /n, 
and n = 1 gives 
which is the expression for the output concentration of a CSTR with 
mean residence time T. 
It can also be shown that the EMV simulation of an infinite number 
of CSTR's is identical to the PFR result. Since the largest number of 
2 
CSTR's that can be represented with V /Q = 1.0 is 6 T , V /Q must 
m s m t> 
be adjusted to some value which will yield allowable semibatch parameters. 
The quantity Var(0) will always be equal to 1/6, corresponding to 
vj = 0, if 
^ = (92) 
^s 
where T is the mean of the real time RTD of n CSTR's in series. At 
V* = 0, the parameter CT is given by 
O B 
By combining Equations (81), (92) , and (93) it can be seen that 
(94) 
1 
2+ 1 
Substituting Equations (92) and (94) into Equation (85) with = 0 
gives 
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ne 
-kr 
C? = 
^ 6kV 
(95) 
If the exponentials in brackets are expanded in a Taylor series and the 
terms combined, the result is 
, 2 2  ,  , 4 4  «  
(96) 
By taking the limit as n -> =, the concentration profile for a plug 
flow reactor. 
c2 = (97) 
is obtained. 
Similar arguments can be made to show that EMV simulations of 
the recycle plug flow model will approach the CSTR results as R " 
and the PFR results as R 0. As R approaches infinity, Equations (88-90) 
are again applicable and V^/Qg = 1. For the recycle model. 
Var(8) = t^R 
R + 1 
(98) 
and combining Equations (89), (90), and (98) yields 
•=1 = 
1 + kr cx: \R + 1 
(99) 
In the limit as Rthis expression approaches the result for a 
single CSTR. 
The opposite end of the macromixing spectrum is where R ^  0. The 
smallest value of R that can be represented with V^/Qg = 1 is 1/(6t^ - 1). 
The value of V /Q to be used is 
m s 
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The procedure here is the same as that used for the tanks in series 
model for large n with one exception. Each n that appears in Equations 
(92-96) is replaced by (R + 1)/R. For this case, then. Equation (96) 
becomes 
which approaches the plug flow result as R 0. 
Second Order Reaction 
The EMV technique was tested by modeling stirred tanks in series 
with the second order reaction 
k 
2A -» B 
where k is the rate constant. As in the first order reaction, all curves 
representing intermediate macromixing levels fall between those of the 
CSTR and PFR, for which the outlet concentrations can be expressed as 
•V/1 + 4kC T - 1 
= 2kc.f— 
Af 
ffK: ^ = 1 + (103) 
Af 
where C% = C^/C^. 
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EMV simulation of CSTR's in series 
Hie results for a system of n stirred tank reactors were obtained 
by applying Equation (102) consecutively n times with T equal to the 
residence time of each individual reactor. The outlet concentra­
tion of the semibatch reactor was obtained by numerically solving 
Equation (28), which has the form 
dcf kC._V _ 
dT ' *1 -1) (104) 
with second order kinetics. Systems of 2 and 10 CSTR's were represented 
by the equal mean and variance method. The curves of Figure 14 show 
that the method results in a closer approximation at the lower back-
mixing level (10 CSTR's) than in the middle range (2 CSTR's). 
Second order results at macromixing extremities 
As in the case of a first order reaction, the EM7 simulation of a 
single CSTR with a second order reaction must have the operating 
parameters given by Equations (88) and (89) with V^/= 1. The equations 
and boundary conditions that describe a semibatch reactor after a large 
number of cycles with second order kinetics are: 
Filling mode 
dC* 1 - C* « 
dT = - K <105' 
o y 
C* = C^ at 6 = 0 (106) 
Batch and emptying modes 
^ - pcf (107) 
CURVE A 
CURVE B 
CURVE C 
CURVE D 
CURVE E 
CURVE F - PLUG FLOW REACTOR 
SECOND ORDER REACTION 
t=2.0 
0 2 4 
Figure 14. EMV simulation of CSIR's lu merles «1th second order reaction 
o\ 
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C* = Cg ac 8 -= 0 (108) 
where C* = C./C.^, 9 = tQ /V , and P = kC.rV /Q . Solving Equation (107) 
A A Af s m Af m s 
results in the concentration profile for the batch and emptying 
segments. 
Cj = ^ (109) 
^ + P8 
2 
The average outlet concentration is given by 
'«BE 
s. 
de 
B 
1 
P(1 - Vj) \^2 ^ • ""B / 
(110) 
The solution to Equation (105), for the filling mode, can be expressed 
by a series such as 
cl = f V" (Ul) 
n=0 
where the coefficients can be determined to be a^ = C^, 
_ - 2a^(1 + PV*a ) - PaJ 
2V4 ° ^ 
o 
Matching the initial value of each segment with the final value of 
the other produces the following equations 
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° „?o 
C9 
= Z! a^(l - Vp^ (112) 
C, = 
n=0 
1 
^ ^ + ^®BE 
1 -vpCl+cr^) (113) 
=2 1 - *B 
In the limit as -> 1, Equations (110) and (113) give and 
= C^, respectively. Combining Equations (112) and (113) and letting 
V* -» 1 gives 
Vr+sp/a^^j -1 
<=1 - 4,/(l -
Substitution of Equation (89) into Equation (114) yields 
\jl + 4kC.^T - 1 
" Af 
<=1 = = • 2kC 
Af 
which is the single CSTR result with second order kinetics. 
The EMV simulation of tanks in series for n = will, as before, 
have V* = 0 and V /O = T\r^ . Equations (105-108) apply with V" = 0 
o  m s \ n  o  
and = 1.0. Equation (111) is the solution for the filling segment, 
for which the coefficients can be determined to be a^ = 1, a^ = - P/2, 
2 3 
a^ = P /3, a^ = - IIP /48, .... Equation (112) for this case results 
in 
C2 = E a (116) 
n=0 
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The average outlet concentration is again given by Equation (110), which 
can be written as 
^+î^)] 
Substituting from Equation (94) into Equation (117) gives 
5; = : j^lndH-C^kC^^r) - 1.^1 + C^kC^^T (l - (118) 
The limit of Equation (118) as n -> ™ is 
= rrfc 
Af 
which is the concentration profile for a plug flow reactor in which a 
second order reaction is taking place. 
Van de Vusse Reaction System 
The Van de Vusse system was chosen as the third reaction for 
use in assessing the reliability of the EMV model. The value of 
has been set at 1.0 in order to siniplify the mathematics and 
three representative values have been used for The CSTR 
outlet concentration of component B is expressed as 
kl 
and, with kg/k^ = 1.0, the plug flow result is given by 
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The recycle plug flow model was simulated with Van de Vusse reaction 
kinetics. The outlet concentration of this reactor was shown by 
Gillespie and Carberry (20) to be 
C* = [: •RC? + 
' CJ(RT 3^Af 
\ R + (122) 
when k^/k^ = 1.0. Equation (28) written for components A and B results 
in the following equations 
Component A 
dCT 
diT = + r4%t) < - 1) (123) 
Component B 
(124) 
where Pi, P2, and P3 are defined by Equations (49-51). Equations (123) 
and (124) were solved simultaneously to obtain the SBC reactor outlet 
concentrations. 
The results of the simulations are presented in Figures 15-17. 
The agreement between the recycle plug flow reactor concentration 
and the EMV simulation in Figure 15 is quite good. In this case 
R = 0.332, which results in a relatively low level of backmixing. 
The higher recycle ratios of Figures 16 and 17 produce higher backmixing 
levels. These simulations resulted in curves which are nearly identical 
to those of the recycle plug flow reactor. 
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0.5 CURVE A - PLUG FLOW REACTOR CURVE B - RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR 
WITH R= 0.33151 
CURVE C - EMV SIMULATION OF RECYCLE PLUG 
FLOW REACTOf; WITH R = 0.33151 
CURVE D - CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR 
O.i — 
B 
1 - C 
Figure 15. EMV simulation of recycle plug flow reactor with Van de Vusse 
kinetics 
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0.14 
CURVE A - CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR 
CURVE B - RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR WITH" R = 1.32358 
AND EMV SIMULATION OF SAME 
CURVE C - PLUG FLOW REACTOR 
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Figure 16. EMV simulation of recycle plug flow reactor with Van de 
Vusse kinetics 
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0.24 
CURVE A - CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR 
CURVE B - RECYCLE PLUG FLOW REACTOR WITH 
R = 12.34344 AND EMV SIMULATION OF SAME 
CURVE C - PLUG FLOW REACTOR 0.20 
0.16 
C 
0.12 
T= 2.66 0.08 
= 5.0 
0.04 — 
0.00 
1.0 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.0 
* 
Figure 17. EMV simulation of recycle plug flow reactor with Van de Vusse 
kinetics 
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SEGREGATION EFFECTS 
Previous treatments of the semibatch reactor have considered only 
the case of maximum mixedness. Output concentrations of a completely-
segregated SBO reactor have been calculated here and compared to the 
results of a semibatch reactor with complete micromixing under identical 
macromixing conditions. The concentration profiles for these idealized 
micromixing states define a region within which the results would fall 
if partial segregation were introduced into the semibatch reactor model. 
A number of reaction systems have been considered, and the level 
of macromixing and the rate constants have been varied for each system. 
The results presented here by no means provide a complete picture of 
the segregation effects in a semibatch reactor. They do, however, 
indicate whether segregation will increase or decrease SBO reactor 
yield. In addition, one can get a general idea of the relative im­
portance of segregation under various conditions. 
In each case Zwietering's equation. Equation (28), was solved to 
obtain the concentration profiles when a state of maximum mixedness 
was assumed. The results for the case of complete segregation are 
solutions of Equation (41) with the appropriate batch concentration 
profile for each reaction system. The integration of Equation (41) 
was carried out using an IBM 360 digital computer witii the exception of 
one case. An explicit expression for the batch concentration profile 
is not possible with Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Therefore, the equation 
was graphically integrated using a planimeter. 
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Second Order Reaction 
The effect of segregation on a semibatch reactor with second order 
kinetics was investigated for two levels of macronrLxing. Figure 18 
shows the results for the lower backmixing level and the concentration 
profiles for a semibatch reactor with a greater degree of backmixing 
are presented in Figure 19. In both cases, segregation has had the 
effect of increasing the conversion level. Furthermore, the effect is 
greater at the higher level of macromixing. 
Van de Vusse Reaction System 
A complete study of the effects of segregation on a semibatch 
reactor with Van de Vusse kinetics would require a large number of 
calculations since there are so many possible combinations of rate 
constants. The curves in Figures 20-22 represent three sets of rate 
constants and three different conditions of macromixing. In each 
case, segregation has decreased the output concentration of component B 
in a semibatch reactor. The segregation effect is fairly extensive 
in Figures 20 and 21, but there is very little effect in Figure 22. 
This can be explained by the fact that segregation affects the rate 
of the second order reaction but does not affect the first order 
reactims. Segregation, then, changes the relative importance of the 
side reaction. For a particular value of k^ with a certain semibatch 
policy, there exists an optimum ratio of k^ to k^ at which C* is a 
maximum. The degree to which segregation affects C*, then, depends 
upon the value of kg/kg for the reactor in the maximum mixedness 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
* 
'A 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
CURVE A - SEMIBATCH REACTOR IN MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS STATE 
CURVE B - COMPLETELY SEGREGATED SEMIBATCH REACTOR 
a ^  = 0.32505 
Vq = 0.03082 
SECOND ORDER REACTION 
3 4 '6 
Figure 18. Segregation effect in semibatch reactor with second order reaction 
0.0 
CURVE A - SEMIBATCH REACTOR IN MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS STATE 
CURVE B - COMPLETELY SEGREGATED SEMIBATCH REACTOR 
ag = 0.2700 
Vq = 0.2603 
SECOND ORDER REACTION 
3 4 
k^Af 
Figure 19. Segregation effect In semibatch reactor with second order reaction 
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CURVE A - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS SBO WITH V_=0.5 
AND a = 0.75 " 
CURVE B - SEGREGATED SBO Wr.H 
V*= 0.5 AND a. = 0.75 
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Figure 20. Segregation effect in SBO reactor with Van de Vusse kinetics 
0.24 
CURVE A - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS SBO WITH 
Vf, = 0.8 AND CT - = 0,3 
0.20 
CURVE 6 - SEGREGATED SBO WITH 
V* = 0.8 AND a. = 0.3 
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Figure 21. Segregation effect in SBO reactor with Van de Vusse kinetics 
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CURVE A - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS SBO WITH 
V* = 0.2ANDag =0.75 
CURVE B - SEGREGATED SBO WITH vj = 0.2 AND a g = 0.75 
Figure 22. Segregation effect in SBO reactor with Van de Vusse kinetics 
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state. It is conceivable that segregation could push the "effective" 
value of kg/kg toward the optimum, in which case the concentration of 
component B would be increased. 
Autocatalytic Reaction 
The effects of segregation on a semibatch reactor in which the 
autocatalytic reaction 
k 
A + R -> R + R 
is taking place are shown in Figure 23. Curves A, B, and C are the 
concentration profiles for low, middle, and high backmixing levels, 
respectively, when the reactor is in the maximum mixedness state. 
Curves D, E, and F represent the product concentrations for the same 
three macromixing conditions when a state of complete segregation exists 
in the reactor. The quantity V^/Qg has been determined in each case 
by Equation (58) so the semibatch reactor has the same maximum volume 
and throughput as a continuous reactor with mean residence time t .  
The result is that V^/Q^ increases linearly with t, since cr^ is the 
same for all cases. The curves of Figure 23 reveal that segregation 
decreases C* for each set of conditions represented. There is no set 
pattern as to which macromixing level exhibits the greatest micro-
mixing effect except at large values of V^/, where the lowest 
macromixing level shows the least effect of micromixing and the 
highest macromixing level shows the greatest micromixing effect. 
_ CURVE A - MAXIMUM MIXEDNBSS SBO WITH 
Vq-0.2 ANDa =0.5 
CURVE B - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS SBO 
WITH VQ = 0.5 AND 0 = 0.5 
CURVE C - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS SBO 
WITH V 0.8 AND a 0 — — vg (X5 
CURVE D - SEGREGATED SBO WITH V.== 0.2 
AND Og = 0.5 
CURVE E - SEGREGATED SBO WITH V* = 0.5 
ANDag = 0.5 " 
CURVE F - SEGREGATED SBO WITH V* = 0.8 
AND G =0.5 
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v4 
Figure 23. Segregation effects in SBO reactor with autocatalytic reaction 
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Michaelis-Menten Kinetics 
Figure 24 shows tha comparison between concentration curves of the 
SBO reactor for the extreme states of micromixing when microorganism 
growth is taking place in the reactor. The growth model used is that 
proposed by Monod (36) and the growth parameter values are the same as 
those used by Herbert et al. (22). The quantity is again given 
by Equation (58). The comparison has been made for two sets of 
semibatch parameters. It can be seen that imperfect mixing on the 
molecular scale is detrimental to cell growth when it occurs according 
to the Monod model. When V^/Q^ becomes large, the lower backmixing 
level exhibits the lesser micromixing effect and the higher backmixing 
level results in the greater micromixing effect. 
0 
V 
A CURVES - MAXIMUM MIXEONESS SBO WITH » 0.8 AND a. » 0.5 
V B 
B CURVES - MAXIMUM MIXEDNESS SBO WITH V* = 0.2 AND a » » 0.5 
• 
D CURVES - SEGREGATED SBO WITH V^ = 0.2 AND = 0.5 
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SUBSTRATE CONCENTRATION 
8 
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Figure 24. Segregation effects in SBO reactor with Michaelia-Menten kinetics 
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ST]MMA.Ry AND CONCLUSIONS 
Semibatch Reactor Analysis 
The seraLbatch reactor has been analyzed by considering the charac­
teristics of its residence time distribution (RTD). An expression was 
derived for the RTD in terms of the semi batch parameters. Besides pro­
viding insight into the mixing that takes place in a semibatch reactor, 
this expression led to a number of other developments. First of all, 
a model was developed which can represent intermediate macromixing in 
a reactor for which the mean and variance of the RTD is known. The 
model consists of a semibatch reactor with a residence time distribution 
having a mean and variance equal to that of the reactor being modeled. 
In addition, the expression for the RTD allowed the use of an equation, 
in terms of life expectation of a molecule, which provides an improved 
method for determining the outlet concentration of a semibatch reactor 
in the Tnavimiim mixedness state. Furthermore, the RTD expression was 
useful in determining the output concentration of the semibatch reactor 
when a condition of complete segregation is assumed to exist. 
Yield Improvement 
Yield improvement in a semibatch reactor was considered for three 
reaction systems: the Van de Vusse reaction, an autocatalytic reaction, 
and Michaelis-Menten kinetics. For the Van de Vusse system, an earlier 
optimization study was extended to include a more complete set of rate 
constants. The results showed that semibatch operation can result in 
outlet concentrations of intermediate product B that are as much as 
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9% higher than can be obtained in the best possible CSTR or plug flow 
reactor. It was demonstrated for the autocatalytic and Michaelis-
Menten reactions that a semibatch reactor can produce yields which are 
higher than either a CSTR or plug flow reactor with the same maximum 
volume and equal throughput of material. 
EMV Model for Macromixing 
The reliability of the equal mean and variance (EMV) model was 
tested by simulating the macromixing in a system of CSTR*s in series 
and the recycle plug flow reactor. The agreement was better for high 
and low levels of backmixing than in the middle range. It has been 
shown for the first and second order reactions that the EMT simulations 
approach perfect agreement with the tanks in series and recycle plug 
flow models as conditions of either zero or complete backmixing are 
approached. In general, the model was quite successful in simulating 
the tanks in series model. The results for the recycle plug flow model 
were even better. In fact the concentration curves for the EMV simula­
tion and the recycle model were nearly identical in the majority of 
cases. 
Segregation in a Semibatch Reactor 
A cursory investigation was carried out in order to determine 
what effect molecular segregation in a semibatch reactor might have on 
reactor performance. Segregation had the effect of increasing yield in 
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the case of a second order reaction, but yield was decreased in cases 
î^ere the Van de Vusse system, an autocatalytic reaction, and Michaelis-
Menten kinetics were considered. The results indicate that the degree 
of micromixing effects in a semibatch reactor is dependent upon the 
macromixing level, the ratio of maximum volume to input flow rate, and 
the values of the reaction rate constants. 
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BECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the following suggestions be considered for 
future work in the area of semibatch reactors: 
1) A more extensive study could be undertaken to leam more about 
micromixing effects in a semibatch reactor. It would be 
useful to know what macromixing conditions are likely to 
exhibit the greatest effects of micromixing and how various 
types of reaction systems are affected by segregation. 
2) If the SBO reactor is to be used industrially to gain yield 
improvement, some method should be devised to account for the 
fact that perfect macromixing does not exist in the reactor, 
as is assumed in the model. This could possibly be done by 
considering a series of tanks with periodic flow rates instead 
of a single vessel. 
3) Further studies could be performed in which more realistic 
cases are considered, such as reversible reactions or a non-
isothermal semibatch reactor. 
4) Some effort should eventually be made to incorporate all 
available knowledge of the SBO reactor into some organized 
form which would allow some general statements to be made 
about the nature of the performance of semibatch reactors. 
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